Computational and artificial neural network based study of functional SNPs of human LEPR protein associated with reproductive function.
Genetic polymorphisms are mostly associated with inherited diseases, detecting and analyzing the biological significance of functional single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using wet laboratory experiments is an arduous task hence the computational analysis of putative SNPs is essential before conducting a study on a large population. SNP in the leptin receptor (LEPR) could result in the retention of intracellular signalling due to the structural and functional instability of the receptor causing abnormal reproductive function in human. In this first comprehensive computational analysis of LEPR gene mutation, we have identified and analyzed the functional consequence and structural significance of the SNPs in LEPR using recently developed several computational algorithms. Thirteen deleterious mutations such as W13C, S93G, I232R, Q307H, Y354C, E497A, Q571H, R612H, K656N, T690A, T699M V741M, and L760R were identified in the LEPR gene coding region. Backpropagation algorithm has been developed to forestall the deleterious nature of SNP and to validate the outcome of the tested computational tools. From ConSurf prediction three SNPs (Q571H, R612H, and T699M) were highly conserved on LEPR protein and the most deleterious variant R612H had one hydrogen bond abolished and severely reduced protein stability. Molecular docking suggested that the mutant (R612H) LEPR had lowest binding energy than native LEPR with the ligand molecule. Thus the energetically destructive changeover of ARG to HIS in R612H could possibly affect the LEPR protein structural stability and functional constancy due to interruption in the amino acid interactions and could result in reproductive disorders in human and increases the complication in obstetric and pregnancy outcome.